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eastern cape

East London to get
R2.7-bn upgrade
By Ed Richardson
Intense lobbying by
business, the Buffalo City
Metro and the provincial
government has seen
Transnet agreeing to invest
in the port of East London.
Transnet group chief
executive Brian Molefe told
journalists at a briefing
in Port Elizabeth recently
that the capacity of the
East London ro-ro terminal
would be increased, plans
for the upgrading of the
grain silo would go ahead,
the entrance to the port
would be widened, and that
Transnet Port Terminals
(TPT) would be purchasing

two mobile gantries.
The rail link from
Queenstown to the port
would be upgraded to cater
for coal exports.
The total budget for the

‘Pressure has been
put on Transnet by
local business and
political leaders to
invest in the port,
which has become
marginalised.’
upgrades is R2.7 billion.
Pressure has been put on
Transnet by local business

Need for short
service shipping

and political leaders to
invest in the port, which
has become marginalised.
Molefe said “the
Eastern Cape provincial
government has been very
proactive in engaging with
us”.
Most seaborne East
London traffic now travels
through Port Elizabeth or
Ngqura, with hundreds
of trucks carrying loads
by road over the 300
kilometres between the two
cities.
At present only
geared vessels can be
accommodated in the port
because it has no shore to
ship gantries.

An urgent need for greater
connectivity between the
three Eastern Cape ports,
and between the province
and the rest of the sub region
creates an opportunity for
the introduction of short
service sea links, says Brian
Molefe, Transnet group chief
executive.
“We have to ask ourselves
why we are scared of the
sea. There is a definite
business opportunity to
provide a short sea service
running between Durban,
East London, Port Elizabeth
and Cape Town,” he said.
A short sea service would
improve connectivity faster
and at a lower cost to the
country than rail upgrades.

Brian Molefe … ‘We have to think
creatively.’

“We have to think
creatively about using the
sea to transport both goods
and people,” he said.

Auto industry tunes into benefits of
CoreXchange
With a number of clients
servicing the motor industry
in the Eastern Cape,
specialist forwarding and
clearing software provider
Core Freight Systems has
developed experience and
expertise in the processing of
multiline invoices.
“Each requires specific
descriptive fields to
accommodate information
such as colour, engine size
and model, in addition to the
– usually long and complex –
unique Vehicle Identification
Number (VIN) attached to
each unit, which is typical
of the industry,” says Core
Freight’s Glenn Lawson.
“Within this environment
there is the opportunity to
really leverage information

technology, minimising
manual data capture,
optimising the speed and
accuracy of information
transferred between

‘While the functionality
in the application
may be advanced, it
is simple to use and
accessible to a broad
range of users.’
independent applications,
and contributing to the
overall efficiency of the
supply chain, which is
vital when dealing in a
competitive international
industry such as motor

manufacturing.”
To address this situation,
Core Freight’s CoreXchange
helps to facilitate the
movement of data between
the CoreFreight module,
which accommodates the
submission of Bills of Entry
to Sars Customs via EDI,
and third party applications
which are also at work
within the supply chain, says
Lawson.
“We constantly review
and refine the functionality
available to help our clients
work smarter, not harder, to
get the job done – and the
benefits of the CoreXchange
functionality are not
restricted to the processing of
vehicles or the Eastern Cape.
“We see the uptake of

its application in a number
of other industries – for
example the retail sector,”
he said. “This is particularly
relevant given the expansion
of operations by many South
African-based retailers
into the rest of the African
continent, taking advantage
of the relative positive
growth in the region when
compared to other markets
worldwide.”
“The integrated
processing of import, bonded
warehousing and potential
subsequent export off a
single platform not only
simplifies the management
from a Customs perspective
but reduces the cost and
complexity associated
with integration between

Glenn Lawson … ‘Constantly
reviewing and refining functionality.’

independent applications.
In addition to this there
is the potential for the
simple production of a duty
drawback claim via the
Sars DA63 in cases where
goods originally cleared for
consumption in the Republic
are subsequently re-assigned
for export.
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